In shakes we colored the top 129 times!

Fine schools.
Factories there in

Sheer party
Germany alright

is that

Up tomorrow the
next non-slider, but this year
we won't. We'll have

150,000.

Enthusiasm

But this is very
expensive. We don't
receive a proper.

(Out of love)

But constructors
We have less at schools.
Also club
Men will be x 0, no club.
Old man,

Her J
Sebastopol
From 1870.

Dear I. gutel,

I spent the day with Nicholas. Poor old Nicho.

Then all, A Godley,

Nicholas, American.

Then the people were strong; now they are weak, hungry.

103 yrs. old.

Little girl - God.

I war I don't believe. God. Only the old believe in God.

I help Deborah,

the clean to shoot them. Grass mask.

Private manufacture still exist. On street to
C. W. S. Shoos
Wheathead
3½
K5418
On 6th December 1935
11 miles
5
Androschan
Told me he'd read a report of my lecture (the N.B.)
(At Rhyl)

Cholerton
Jan 12
Fig
Nov. 29, 200,000,000
23,34,300,000

Industrial output for 1932
Students are being cut down
The GPU has been treated worse now
Akbarov has some v. chief man to pay to be a puppet
The village community will have to be
graft-dimensioned from the factory.
Art has lost
federal power to the
Corruption.
CPU, not many
autocrats.
Now arrest
are going - Moscow
new clearing out now
directed and intelligent.
Play capt.

Can Top no

"He conspire

I am money

But still went

Who shall we go

Belge?

The Dominion

Old Strife

Love

Fears

a hunger

New collect

enthusiastic

I want to make myself into a new man.

Then she is painted.

Klera says she is painted.

Discuss.

Success not plants.

Is it?

Club.

Both play Guitar.

Come seen with peely in the going.
Jealousy
Theme:
both plans
1. jealousy w
commit love because interested - work
I shall never be jealous!

Jealousy

[Handwritten note: Compos 803, Feb 1 203 & Oct]
March 10

Lee Gravetin

Education
5 Sept. 1731 - degrees in 1932. Education
19 Feb. 1933

To have one idea.
Polytechnic - link with practice,
production.

But dissertation that he is Newton. Had a dangerous notion.
For the whole of the

Came to make
the part claimed to have corrected
the dress, said
that it was an inherent minimun role of theory that it was unnecessary

If mankind, symbol of the engineer will be stache this will lead to death of school small bourgeois tendency.

Machine is the affair of the engineer; before he can learn that he's got to to school.

Delma methods of bourgeois take old schools as usual, as polite education before we are corrected mistakes may be more stress on theory a lot mathematics biology that became dilettante. The protest yet old school went too far. Pendulum too far. No fear of recognising mistakes.
1932 High schools
Normapolitana
Ms. Otoya (Kuma) of Chibikake school were terrible
divided any from life
very great reform
1932

very make them near
to production
create role to practice
days long that are produced too narrow specialists.
The desire
1932 also laid

more systematic
more balance

more

more

more

more

no more

more

more

more

more

more

more
We have exams, must have normal discipline, need we have stable conditions of upbringing. Children went to much & factors on excursions. But now, more discipline must remain more in school.

Children vanishing 4-7
5% 1932: 5,000,000
4,000,000

ie. R.S.F.S.R.

R.S.F.S.R.
New man

What common
social interests
shall be higher
than self.

When I analyze
these fore-school
books, I see that
it shows that
it leads to strain
of our private life,
so personal;
and even in Mr. Cooper's
books, you will have
competition whom
you must beat.

But we say that
there can be no
happiness except
in happiness.
It is difficult.

New Weltanschauung,
which will deny that
capitalist principles
are eternal.

We must a general
culture also. We must know
lit. of course;
art galleries;
crowded with visitors.

Trotzdem, more worts
(Deutsch the better).

Ries in gear.*

All rights reserved.
Lee 'Interventions'

Play

[inthrees many play]

Hart. Wayne, Verdi, Huguet, etc.

Bohemian music

We praise red culture

We work class worldview

Jean signed

a decree where he

proposed status as a man of past

Family

present family

all look upon wife

same right as me.

children not in same
division between fate

son of father

tone of power

[Play. Raymond.]

[Raymond.]

academia

big role

scientists

Pawlowski doesn't agree

If we let them alone
Tolstoy says it is how well built.

Construction, philosophy.

Future perspectives.

Draft for a museum, hospital, etc.

We have built a few roads, a museum, hospital (stone) etc.

We need for more book production. The first plan is crowed.

1913: 118,000,000 copies

1930: 841,000,000 feet

1913: 8500 paper with counts 12 1/2 million per day

1932: 6,775 with 9 papers 38,000,000 tons.

We wonder how much paper.
Commission Grants

Finance

March 10

We raised prices 10% as a concession, because gozozi is too much.

Price:

1924-5: 1866 to 1931.

Seasons 1923-4:

Then we kept prices.

Wages rose.

We:

Tremendous increase:

= gozozi.

But food was short.

Spec. urempor-

Last year.

Do we raised prices.

Private market has also raised with prices.

Why?: Speculation.

More social cleaners.

When we cleaned out but they are people accustomed to speculate.

Private traders group in the bundles.

We are carrying a very small in and they.

We raise rice in a way to get laws.

We raise to get money for famine.

I plan also...
Finance

If we have a war in the near future. Deflation is out of question. Devaluation no. We are not prepared to change money system - it means a revolution. If we shall have gold, we shall have more slowly. Shall lose lives.
Deficit 

King 9 from Rentable

Reason of 1926-17

Price of production 57

This now lower

because the terrific belongs to something

so different

lost product

9. Deficit

How over deficit?

Some have more

deficit

Reason

1. Bad organ

Bad directors

Such a man we condemn

Atmosphere party.